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Very little water is required, because of the high value of its
latent heat. As the mixture explodes the water mist is
evaporated into steam and the heat so absorbed prevents the
temperature of the gases from rising unduly high. A 50 H.P.
engine so adapted was tested by Professor Burstall in 1904
and the following records taken :—
t
 Size of engine     ....
Average revs./min.
„     I.H.P	
„     B.H.P	
Mechanical efficiency   .
Gas used per I.H.P.-hour
„   B.H.P.-hour   .
Calorific value of gas (lower value)
Thermal efficiency on I.H.P.
„	,,       J5   B.H.P.
Water used in cylinder
„      discharged from jacket
Mean temperature of exhaust as
measured   by   Callendar   pyro-
meter     .....
 14 in.X21 in.
166-02
60-5
49-7
82-2 per cent.
11-77 cu. ft.
1443       „
578B.Th.U. per cu. ft.
37-43 per cent.
30-8
0-131 Ib. per minute.
25-66
718° P.
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 The ratio of air bo gas was 10-2 and the compression ratio
8-7, corresponding on the <e air standard " to an efficiency of
0-58. As the actual efficiency found was 0-37 it follows that
the engine achieved nearly 64 per cent, of the " air standard "
efficiency. This is a higher ratio than any of those given by
Dugald Clerk in his 1907 paper before the Institution of Civil
Engineers (" On the Limits of Thermal Efficiency in Internal
Combustion Motors "), which showed no higher ratio than
59 per cent, and that only in the case of a maximum tempera-
ture of 1,098° C., whereas when the temperature rose to 1,750°
the ratio fell to 50 per cent, and below. On this method of
comparison, therefore, the water injection method shows to
advantage.	• • . •
Water injection has been tried on a still more extensive
scale by B. Hopkinson,* who used it to replace entirely the
usual water jacket system. The work of the Gaseous Explo
* " A new method of .pooling ga$ engines," Proc. J.M.E!., 1913,

